How to use Weathering Effects

Art. 73.821

Rust Texture

Reproduces a rough orange coating, the dry, flaked aspect of rusted military vehicles, burned out cars, all oxidized metal surfaces in vignettes or dioramas. Apply by brush and airbrush, needle size 0.2 or larger with high pressure.

by Chema Cabrero

1. This reference from the Weathering Effects range reproduces a subtle rough texture like the rust generated on metallic surfaces of objects, the corrosion of burned or destroyed vehicles. Without a previous primed surface, this texture can be used directly on several materials like plastic, resin and metal.

2. You can apply it by brush or even with airbrush; in this case our advice is to use a 0.2 or bigger tip, with a compressor pressure of 20-25 psi to avoid clogging.

3. Several layers can be applied uniformly. The product has a matt finish, a dark brown shade and a rough touch, on which, once dry, different rust shades can be painted as considered appropriate, as well as other weathering effects applied, such as washes, filters or pigments.

4. With the base coat applied, you can boost some parts with accumulated product, changing the aspect of the surface with a brush.